The Next Generation of Public services:
Solutions for 2019
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“We are a Social
Enterprise that
makes bad things
good and good
things better.”
John David, CEO & Founder

Welcome to Amnick’s
Smart Cities: Solutions for 2019
With so many cities across the world all facing similar
problems and issues. The need to collaborate and learn and
share with each other has never been more important.
Amnick is launching three exciting initiatives for 2019 to
support the development and progress of developed cities
and also the developing cities.
These initiatives can be entered as stand-alone or combined
for fuller benefits – all are free to join.


Connected Citizens

Using people and communities, to help design Public services
in collaboration with Public and Private sector professionals,
experts and political influencers


Collaborative Cities

Group together cities from UK, Europe, USA and China to
understand their common strengths and weaknesses through
analyzing City Challenges in areas like economic growth,
public services, digital, unemployment, social issues.



Next Generation of Public services

To work with local municipal authorities across UK and
beyond to create high level, cost and process efficient
target operating models in key service areas (Adult and
Children, Health, Education, Environment,
Transportation and Housing) facilitated by Digital
Technologies.

This document purely focuses on our unique approach
to the next generation of Public services. Details for
other two initiatives please see our website at
www.amnick.com/smart-cities
Amnick’s vision is to make bad things good and good
things better. To deliver our projects and programmes
we also use our UK local authority partners as part of
our delivering arm. And with our partners we create
lots of free events, promote learning and sharing from
each other.
Come on board – We are waiting!
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About next generation of
Public services
Next Generation of Public Services is an initiative that
revolutionises Public Services through creating high level, cost
efficient Target Operating Models to enact proficiency in all
areas of your business.
We have some of the best run public services in the world
in the UK. However, we are keen to go a step further. In
collaboration with Tech Companies, Universities, Research
Centres across USA, Europe and China, we aim to form even
better services with lower costs by using our unique
approach to Business & Digital Transformation and new
technology solutions including Artificial Intelligence, 5G, IoT.
We are working with a range of UK authorities to start
taking steps towards creating the next generation of Public
Services, raising standards in; Health, Education, Housing,
Environment, Transportation etc All with the aim of
applying this system to developing countries and cities
around the world.








Setting up Task Force: For each service area
made up of local authority service experts.
(1 for 8): Set 8 questions to help create a high
level Target Operating Model (TOM). One
question covering a piece of the TOM will be
distributed to 450 Local Authorities on
monthly basis via the internet for a period of
8 months.
Distilling responses: Our Task Force will distil
responses from the Local authorities into a
coherent best practice model.
Encouraging User Feedback: We will allow
user participation by making relevant
information accessible in order to provide
feedback on the development and design of
the new model.
About I Next generation of public services
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What service areas are covered
for this initiative?
Education, Transportation, Housing, Health, Children & Adult
services

About I Next generation of public services
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Our Taskforce needs you
We would love for you to join as Task Force member
or Executive Board.
We have two excellent opportunities for all industry
professionals to join in. Please contact us on
info@amnick.com to enquire about both.
Task Force Member
To become a Task Force Member, we are happy to
hear from all the following groups of people:






All local authority staff from each sector
mentioned
Industry professionals and experts
Universities, Users of services, 3rd sector
Specialists, Consultancy firms
Politicians

Executive Board
For the Executive Board, we will be looking for those
with Senior management experience within their
respective areas – this will primarily be at CEO and
Director level.

Commitment
Time commitment for Task Force Members will be
approx. around 30 mins per month which will be
done electronically in your own space and time.

Our Journey

For the Executive Board members this will be
approx. 1 hour per month.
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Please note these are not paid roles in anyway. But
an opportunity to take part and collaborate with
others to improve further these services.

Taskforce I Next generation of Public Services
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Benefits
What’s in it for you?
Working by yourself can be a slower and longer process as well as possibly more expensive.
By working in collaboration with others can lead to whole range of advantages and benefits to improve
your public services and the making of a Smarter City.
By being in our collaboration your advantages could include the following:








Free access to a programme to collaborate with
other countries and cities
Gainful knowledge and experience of others
Fast tracking your own progress
Reducing your risks by learning from others
Access to a range of experts in specialised areas
Saving money
Creating efficiencies






Future proofing
Access to funding as a group, as the funding
process is easiest this way
Selling your own expertise in specialised areas
(return on your own investment)
Promote your city/municipality to
collaborators

Benefits I Next Generation of Public services
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Join Us
When does it start?

How do I join?



Invitations to join will open on 1st September –
30th November 18.



In the first instance please email
johndavid@amnick.com expressing your interest.



During December we will hold first line
interviews/discussions with potential partnering
cities and countries.



We will acknowledge this email and set up a
telephone discussion to explore your
requirements further.



Tuesday 22nd January 2019, International Skype
Meet 12 noon (UK time)





From then on further dates will emerge of the
Collaboration Programme.

There are no costs attached to joining this
programme, nor leaving the programme.
This can happen as simply as sending an email
closing your interest.



For more details of each initiative please see
www.amnick.com/smart-cities or
contact +44 7886 837 410.

Our Partnerships:

Join Us I Next generation of public services
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